Richard Block has pointed out that the argument of (5.5) in [5] is incorrect. In particular, the inequality "np+a + nß-a > n(p-l)p" is unjustified. Thus the proof of Theorem 2.1 is incomplete. However, the theorem is correct as stated. We give a corrected proof here.
CORRECTION TO "CARTAN SUBALGEBRAS OF SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS" ROBERT LEE WILSON
Richard Block has pointed out that the argument of (5.5) in [5] is incorrect. In particular, the inequality "np+a + nß-a > n(p-l)p" is unjustified. Thus the proof of Theorem 2.1 is incomplete. However, the theorem is correct as stated. We give a corrected proof here.
We will use the notation of [5] , will continue the numbering of sections from [5] and will refer to results from [5] and from this note by their numbers without further identification. Thus Propositon m.n is to be found in §m of [5] if m < 5 and in §m of this note if m > 6.
We begin by noting that if dimT = 1 and H ¿T + I then Y generates a cyclic group and so Proposition 3.3 shows we must have (a, a) € S for some a € Y. However, the results of §4 show that this is impossible. Thus Theorem 2.1 holds when dimT = 1. This is the only case of Theorem 2.1 used in [6] and hence the classification of the simple Lie algebras of toral rank one given in [6] is valid. We will use this classification below.
We will now assume that (3.3.2) holds and derive a contradiction, thus proving Theorem 2.1. 
by (3.3.2) this definition is independent of the choice of 6. Let m-j -dim(L1lK~t). Then by (3.3.2) we have ma, mp ^ 0. As is shown in §5.2, p|m7. We may, without loss of generality, assume that mQ > m1 for all 7 € Za + Zß, 7 £ 0. setting V = (adU)\\i we see that V = T2 + J% where T<x is a one-dimensional torus in V and J2 is a nil ideal in V. Thus the algebra (adM)|M with Cartan subalgebra V satisfies the hypotheses of §2 of [6] . Taking (P,Q) to be a pair of subspaces of (adM)¡M satisfying (2.1.1)-(2.1.4) of [6] and with P of maximal dimension among all such pairs we see by Corollary 2.10 of [6] that P -(adM)\m■ Then Lemma 2.8 of [6] shows that each weight of P/Q has multiplicity one and that there exists a solvable subalgebra S" of Q which contains V and satisfies dim(Qa/Sa) + dim(Q-a/S'_a) < 1. Letting SÇMbe the inverse image of S'
gives the result. If sx + S-X < 3 we see that (8.1.3) again holds. Thus m > 2 is impossible (and m = 1 was previously shown to imply sx + s_i > 3). Thus sx + S-X > 3 when b G S. Furthermore sx + S-X = 3 implies that pm_1 < Am + 3 so m = 2, p = 11, ma = p and W = C. Now let t G U be as above (tp = t, a(t) = 1). Then (letting zq(í) denote the centralizer of t in Q) (ad zç(t))\^ is nil, since otherwise Q = zq(í) + Yl^Zi Qia and so qx +q~i < 2 which (as pt < qi) implies ma < 7, a contradiction. Also b GQ implies Qi Ç P¿ and so p¿ = 0 for all i. Then mQ < gi + g_i + si + S-X < 7, kerp Ç ker(9. Now rankp < dimfj/X < 3 so dim0(U) < 6. Since Corollary 6.3
shows dimd(Mia) = dimLia/Kia = m¿Q < ma = p for all i, 1 < i < p -1, this implies dimtV(M) < p2 -p + 6, as required.
(8.2) Let S be the subalgebra given by Lemma 7.3. Applying Lemma 8.1 to S gives dim0(M) < p2 -p + 6. Thus (as dim0(M) > dim 0(M) > dim t(M)) Lemma 7.2 shows that M contains an (ad T)-invariant solvable subalgebra S' D U with dim(La/S'a) +dim(L-a/S'_a) < 1-However, applying Lemma 8.1 to 5' yields a contradiction. Thus (3.3.2) is impossible and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
